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We have created a metacatalog, or catalog or catalogs, of surface features of Mars that also includes
the actual data in the catalogs listed.
The goal was to make mesoscale surface feature
databases available in one place, in a GIS-ready
format.
The databases can be directly imported to ArcGIS
or other GIS platforms, like Google Mars.
Some of the catalogs in our database are also ingested into the JMARS platform.

https://planetarydatabase.wordpress.com/

HIGHLIGHTS








HOW TO CONTRIBUTE
If you would like to have your
catalog included, or have
comments, updates, corrections, please contact
henrik.i.hargitai@nasa.gov



Referenced. Each individual feature
is linked to a published discovery paper. This data can be derived from the
shapefile’ table.
Peer-reviewed. Includes already
published catalogs of planetary relief
or albedo features in the mesoscale
range, allowing scientific analysis and
multicriteria evaluation in GIS.
Updated. Also includes updates of
catalogs as compared to the published
versions

All catalogs have been previously published in a
peer-reviewed journal, but our database may contain unpublished updates of the published catalogs. Many of the catalogs are “integrated”, i.e.
they merge databases or information from various
papers and maps, including references to each individual features listed.
Where available, we have included shapefiles
with polygon or linear features, however, most of
the catalogs only contain centerpoint data and
morphological data.

One of the unexpected results of the planetary
feature metacatalog is that some features have
been described by several papers, using different,
i.e., conflicting designations. This shows the need
for the development of an identification system
suitable for mesoscale (100s m to km sized) features that tracks papers and thus prevents multiple naming of the same feature.
The feature database can be used for multicriteria analysis of a terrain, thus enables easy distribution pattern analysis and the correlation of the
distribution of different landforms and features on
Mars.
Such catalog makes a scientific evaluation of potential rover and human landing sites easier and
more effective during the selection process and also supports automated evaluation for landing site
selection.

GIS-ready. Includes GIS catalogs of
features that have been published in
non-GIS format (figure, table).
Filetypes: Excel, Shapefile
Embedded in JMARS. Several of
these datasets has been transferred to
JMARS 2035, and some are included in
the Encyclopedia of Planetary Landforms.

Future plans






Regularly updated data
New feature types added (currently
planned: sinuous ridges, serpents, fresh
shallow valleys, cataracts, spiders)
Extension to other planetary bodies
(Mercury, Venus, Moon, Io etc.)

Figure (left): Part of a
table linked to the geospatial dataset.
(Volcanoes on Mars)

